APPLICATION REFERENCE for Audi
APPLIES TO: GROM-AUX3-AUD, GROM-USB3-AUD (or USB2P), GROM-BT3-AUD and GROM-AND2-AUD for Audi Vehicles.

Do I need AUDS adapter harness?

1. Notice factory Connector One Long Black Connector
   You will need AUDS adapter

2. Here is The Black Connector Next to the GROM interface. This will need AUDS

3. AUDS adapter connected to Factory Black Connector

4. Other End of AUDS adapter plugged into the rear of the stereo. Still missing Blue Connector from GROM kit interface harness

5. Unplug the Yellow/Green Connector from back of the stereo and Slide the Blue GROM interface harness into the Green part and then plug it into the stereo together

6. From VAGM connector you will only use one of the BLUE Plugs. Leave the other one disconnected
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